
MY TIME AT TG!! 

By Kayla Livingstone 

 

MY TG TIME 

Hello, I’m Kayla! And When I first joined TG in May last year, I felt a bit shy and nervous 

to actually meet everyone, but I was instantly welcomed by everyone! I was looking 

forward to spending the rest of my time in primary school… But now I’m leaving, and 

although I don’t really have many memories, I just want to recap on my first, funniest, 

and most favourite memories. 

FIRST MEMORIES 

My first memory of TG is when I walked into the classroom, I had no idea where I was 

going but I was quickly welcomed by Archie and Josh. I didn’t speak to them until the 

next day because I was incredibly shy but we quickly became friends. I have to say, my 

favourite memory when joining TG, was meeting Mrs. Gray, she was my favourite 

teacher until I actually met Mrs Nelson! 

FUNNIEST MEMORIES 

This year, I remember we made lemonade and were allowed to have some of it, most 

of us tried it before we actually put in the baking soda, but most of us drank it after 

and it did NOT taste nice, we all needed to drink from the water station to get rid of 

the taste. I also remember that when we went to PGL, our instructor poured the rest 

of the water on me and I had to walk WITHOUT shoes to my cabin, I could barely walk 

the next day because I stepped on so many stones. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

My highlight would have to be when I made a website with Lily. We made it on Cruella 

and it failed miserably, I wasn’t in on the last day we did it so we didn’t complete it but 

I still have the pictures saved of her! It was one of my favourite moments within TG, 

as it was so fun to be able to collaborate with one of my best friends! 

CONCLUSION 

My conclusion of my time at TG, I can just say that I have loved it here since day one. 

It’s been amazing with everything that’s happened, and I’d like to just say a big thank 

you to all the teachers that have welcomed me with warm smiles, my classmates who 

have always been a big help, and of course my Head Teacher. 

 


